Annex Room
Installation Manual

Included:
1 annex skin [A]
2 support poles [B]
12 stakes [C]
2 guy ropes [D]
2 rope adjusters [E]
1 storage bag [F]

150D Polyester with 3000mm PU color coating
100% waterproof
3 Large doors can be converted into canopies
Main cover + mosquito net for all doors
Instructions

1. Unfold the Annex Skin [A], and find the main zipper.

2. Zip the Annex Skin onto the entrance of your iKamper RTT.

3. Attach the velcro strips on both sides of your iKamper RTT entrance.

4. Take the poles [B] out of the bag [F], and adjust their height to be the same as the floor of your iKamper RTT.

5. Take the first guy rope [D], insert one end into the loop on the top left outer corner of the Annex Room, and tie a strong knot.

6. Insert the first pole [B] into the left outer corner of the Annex Room, and erect it.

7. Stake down the rope, and use rope adjuster [E] to tighten it.

8. Repeat this process with the second pole [B] on the right outer corner of the Annex Room.

9. Enter the Annex Room, and attach the top of the divider (between the ladder and your vehicle) using the O rings on the bottom of your iKamper RTT’s panel.

10. Stake down the divider wall.

11. Exit the Annex Room and proceed to the front (furthest away from your vehicle).

12. Stake the bottom corner on the left, making sure it is aligned with the left corner pole and the left corner of your iKamper RTT entrance (the 3 points should form a line).

13. Repeat this process with the stake on the right outside corner.

14. Proceed to stake down one side of the Annex Room, then the other, making sure both sides are tight.

15. If needed, adjust the height of the support poles [B].

16. If you purchased a set of Extra Canopy Poles, you may convert each Annex Room door into a canopy by opening the door, putting in place the poles, and staking them down.

For more detailed instructions, please visit iKamper.com/instructions
Note: the Annex Room must be attached to your iKamper RTT for support and cannot be used a a stand-alone option.